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ABSTRACT 
A mobile ad hoc network is a consistently self configuring, infrastructure-less network of mobile devices. In the, proposed work, 

services are discovered and invoked from other mobile nodes. In order to get uninterrupted service, energy efficient path is 

discovered between Service client and Service provider using Genetic algorithm and Association rule mining. Genetic algorithm is 

used to generate multiple paths to various service providers. The Association rule mining is applied to eliminate the frequent 

paths or sub route for load balancing among the intermediate nodes and Service Providers. This is to maintain the life time of the 

nodes and improve the reliability of path. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Mobile Networks are most widely used networks with no Fixed Infrastructure. Nodes in MANET have no 
central server to control their mobility of Nodes. The biggest hurdle in MANET is Energy. Apply the Genetic 
Algorithm in Mobile Nodes to find the energy efficient route in MANET. The Routing in Mobile Ad-Hoc 
Network is a combinatorial Optimization problem, so the Genetic Algorithm can provide Optimized solution to 
the energy efficient shortest path problem in MANET. Genetic algorithm is used to obtain the energy efficient 
routing by maximizing the life of the network. Service Discovery is a most important building block of 
MANETs where flexibility and minimum user intervention are essential.  
 Service Discovery protocol to enables mobile nodes to advertise their own capabilities to rest of the 
network and automatically locate services with requested attributes. In service Discovery the services may be 
any Data that can be utilized by any other nearest nodes. Here the Service Discovery contains Service 
Description (i.e service’s characteristics) such as service type and attributes, access methods, etc., In MANET 
there are multiple paths between Service Requester and Service Provider. In this, service requester is a node that 
request the services it will be forwarded by other nodes when need a service. Similarly receiving a service 
request packet, every node with matched services must forward the service request packet. If two movable 
nodes location is within same range then that two nodes directly communicate with each other and discover the 
services otherwise to communicate via intermediate nodes to discover the required services. If the intermediate 
nodes energy level is high then select that path by using Genetic Algorithm. Genetic Algorithm is used to 
improve quality of service in MANETs. 
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 Fig. 1 shows a simple Ad-hoc network with 3 nodes. Node A and node C are not within range of each other; 
however the node B can be used to forward packets between node A and node B. The node B will act as a router 
and these three nodes together form an ad-hoc network. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Mobile Ad-hoc network. 
 
A. Quality Of Service In Manet: 
 QoS provisioning in MANET is a challenging task. Because Mobile Ad-hoc Network is very complex 
distributed network where nodes are independently move and hence topology of the network is dynamic. 
Moreover a node act as a source or Destination node in one traffic and the same node act as an intermediate 
route between source and destination. QoS is the networks ability to provide the level of service promised to the 
users and/or applications. QoS attributes are, that can be used to quantify end-to-end performance: Delay, 
Bandwidth, Probability of packet loss, jitter. 
 
The important objectives of QoS routing are: 
1) To find a path from source to destination while Satisfying user’s requirements. 
2) To optimize the usage of the network resource. 
3) To degrade the network performance when unwanted things like congestion, path breaks appear in the 
network 
 
Related Works: 
 This section briefly describes about the energy and their respective protocol. 
 Paper [1] proposed cluster selection algorithm which ensures that devices will converge to a common 
cluster, thus increasing the opportunities to discover wanted services Wi-Fi technology is embedded in most of 
the smart phone and tablet devices. If the Wi-Fi radios in our devices could continuously operate in the 
background, the biggest hurdle to continuous background operation is power hungry and do not allow a 
handheld device to keep its radio continuously active without heavily impacting battery life. In paper [2] The 
Association rule mining component used the records stored in database and applies FP- Growth mining 
algorithm on the those records to determine the correlation among the service requests. The algorithm 
determines what service requests are issued together i.e. frequent item sets. In paper [3] proposed a genetic 
algorithm for energy entropy based multipath routing in Wireless Sensor Nodes (GAEMW). The key idea of this 
protocol was to find the minimal node leftover energy of each route in the process of selecting multipath routing 
by descending nodal leftover energy. Paper [4] FNMGSDP (Forward Node Minimization enhanced the Group-
based Service Discovery Protocol) was proposed to reduce the number of next hop nodes when forwarding 
requested packets by making full use of the information in SIC (Service Information Cache). Paper [5] proposed 
the incorporation of a Data Mining module in the genetic algorithm. This method aims to discover patterns (sub 
routes) which were commonly originate in the finest solutions of the population. If more than one sub route is 
found, randomly choose from the available ones. The sequence chosen is incorporated in partial solution. Paper 
[6] this paper discusses the multicast routing problem with multiple QoS constraints in MANETs. It is also an 
NP-Complete problem that deals with the various constraints. It is proposed an energy-efficient genetic 
algorithm mechanism to resolve this problem. In paper [7] the lifetime of a network was determined mainly by 
the lifetimes of these transmit nodes. An energy aware communication strategy can greatly make longer the 
lifetime of such networks. In this paper, it is proposed an efficient solution, based on a genetic algorithm, for 
scheduling the data gathering of transmit nodes, which can significantly make longer the lifetime of a relay node 
network. For smaller networks, where the global optimum can be determined, our Genetic algorithm based 
approach was always able to discover the optimal solution. Paper [10] focused on the routing problem in ad hoc 
networks. Routing in wireless mobile ad-hoc networks should be time competent and resource saving. To reduce 
traffic during the routing process is to divide the network into clusters. They have seen the structure and the 
working of the distributed weight based cluster routing protocol. Here we also described the operational of Ad-
hoc on demand distance vector (AODV) routing protocol. They have presented an extensive simulation study to 
compare Ad-hoc on demand distance vector (AODV) with our distributed weight based cluster routing protocol 
and distributed weight based cluster routing protocol with Genetic Algorithm, using a variety of efficiency 
parameters such as throughput, end-to-end delay, and network lifetime of Ad-hoc network. Paper [11] proposed 
Power perception is critical in a mobile wireless network, particularly in a MANET. Nodes need to moderate 
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their power consumption to extend their battery lifetime they propose an energy efficient genetic algorithm to 
find the delay embarrassed multicast tree and reduce the total energy expenditure of the tree. Paper [12] one of 
the most important characteristics of MANET is the topology dynamics, that is, the network topology changes 
over time due to energy maintenance or node mobility. Therefore, both routing problems turn out to be dynamic 
optimization problems in MANETs. In this chapter, we investigate a series of dynamic genetic algorithms to 
solve both the energetic shortest path routing problem and the dynamic multicast routing problem in MANETs. 
The FP-growth algorithm was one of the greatest approaches to frequent item set mining. In this paper they 
described in C. This contains two variants of the core operation of computing a projection of an FP-tree (the 
fundamental data structure of the FP-growth algorithm). In addition, predictable FP-tree was (optionally) pruned 
by removing items that contain infrequent item set due to the projection (an approach that has been called FP-
Bonsai). They report experimental results compare this implementation of the FP-Growth algorithm with three 
other frequent item set mining algorithms  implemented (Apriori, Eclat, and Relim)[15].Paper[13] described a 
service discovery system that stores service descriptions in the Cluster Heads(CH) of a clustered MANET and 
computes QoS measures for the SPs in the network. Each cluster member willing to share its services with other 
nodes in the network registers its services with its Cluster Head, which in turn shares this information with the 
rest of CHs. Based primarily on interactions between requesting mobile devices and SPs, CHs compute average 
QoS scores for each SP and synchronize these scores with each other. QoS information is disseminated 
throughout the network with low overhead cost through the use of piggybacking. The only drawback of this 
technique is the delaying of QoS updates, which was not shown to affect the performance of the system 
considerably. QoS not only improves mobile user satisfaction but it was shown to also reduce average response 
time as well as overhead traffic. 
 
Service Discovery: 
 Service selection(or)discovery is the technology of enabling a node to find  required services from the other 
nodes in MANET. Service discovery is a crucial feature for the usability of MANETs. To search for a required 
service in MANET, a node sends out a service request packet which will be forwarded by other intermediate 
nodes. When receiving service request packets, each node with matched services responds with a service reply 
packet, which will be forwarded reversely to the service request packet [14]. 
 Service selection (or) discovery is the process of finding an appropriate service for a service requester node. 
The following steps are to describe about service selection (or) discovery.  
• Service description: Service Providers to demonstrate about   services. 
• Service publishing: Services are classified with respect to the characteristics of their services 
• Service discovery: Requesters ask some nearest nodes if there are providers offering services with preferred 
capabilities. The subset of the stored descriptions, which match with the service Requester’s request, is returned 
to the requester. 
 The description of service capabilities is essential for classifying, discovering and using those services. 
Service requesters invoke services based upon the discovered service descriptions. Based on the information 
contained in description files, we distinguish two categories of Discovery 
 
B. Syntactic Discovery: 
 The Selection or discovery process focus on the implementation aspects of a service and thus tailored 
towards the programmers’ requirements. Syntactic discovery can be classified as, 
• Centralized: In this description files are kept in the same directory. 
• Decentralized: In this description files are distributed in different servers.  

 
C. Semantic discovery: 
  The discovery process focuses on the conceptual aspects of a service aiming to facilitate end-users by 
shielding off the inferior level technical details. Semantic selection or discovery can be classified according to 
the adopted architecture  
• Centralized: In this the description files are kept in the same directory. 
• Decentralized: In this the description files are distributed in different servers.  
 The different approaches cited in this section implement a sequential algorithm for set up discovery process. 
We propose Genetic algorithm to find energy efficient paths and services that should be matched with the 
service requester nodes. 
 
Genetic Algorithm: 
 According to Goldberg et al., 1989, Genetic Algorithm is commonly used in many applications where 
search space is enormous and the precise results are not very important. The advantage of a Genetic Algorithm 
is that the process is generating multiple paths in our project. In this Genetic algorithm the main components 
are, crossover, mutation, and a fitness function. Chromosomes represent a solution in the Genetic Algorithm. 
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The crossover operation is used to generate new energy efficient paths from a set of nodes while the mutation 
operator adds discrepancy.  
 The path’s fitness function evaluated based on predefined criterion. An enhanced fitness value of a 
chromosome increased its survival chance. A population is a collection of chromosomes. A new population is 
obtained using standard genetic operations such as single-point crossover, mutation, and selection operator. As a 
Genetic Algorithm is relatively computation intensive. This proposed Genetic Algorithm is used to generate 
balanced and energy efficient multiple paths in MANET. Genetic algorithm search process has two major 
challenges, search space and solution quality. 
 The following diagram shows the process of Genetic Algorithm. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Genetic algorithm. 
 
D. Encoding: 
 A routing path is determined by a string of positive integers that represent the IDs, energy and other related 
information of nodes through which the path passes. An example of the proposed encoding method is given 
below. The multi-path is from the service requester to service provider. The multi-path routing paths in the 
example are expressed as follows: the first path is (SR-> 1->5->2->SP) and the second path is(SR->3->5->4-
>SP). 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Encoding. 
 
E. Fitness Function:  
 Quality should be accurately evaluated using the fitness value, which will be determined by the fitness 
function. In our algorithm aims to find the energy efficient multipath between the service requester nodes to 
service provider nodes. The fitness function for the Genetic algorithm determines the score or quality of each 
node (chromosome). After the node has been run throughout the schedule builder and a solution is obtained, this 
solution will be the input for our fitness function 
F(V)=1/T∑(((Etr  +Ercv)*p k * p sr,sp                               (1)                        

Where    T      = Total number of paths in MANET 
Etr        = consumed energy to send Services 
Erec     = consumed energy to receive services 
p n    =  Chosen with probability path 
p sr,sp   = Path from Service requester to service provider 
 
F. Selection Operator: 
 The selection of paths based on the fitness value. Roulette wheel selection is one of the common techniques 
used in Genetic algorithm implementations that also work well for the multi path routing problem. In the 
selection of initial process to run all of our (nodes) from the initial population through our schedule builder. 
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G. Crossover: 
 In this crossover, swap the services between chromosomes (nodes) only if the same data in both nodes does 
not depend on any other nodes they can swap their information between the chromosomes (node). The fitness 
value of the child node is deliberate to be compared with the fitness of the current population during the 
selection of chromosome (node) 
Parent 1=Chromosomes=(s 1 2:6 9 d) 
Parent 1=Chromosomes=(s 4 5:7 8 d) 
                                                  
 
Child 1=chromosomes=(s 1 2: 7 8 d) 
Child 1=chromosomes=(s 4 5: 6 9 d) 
 
H. Mutation: 
 Genetic Algorithm utilizes the random swap mutation and the genetic information for two randomly chosen 
genes in the offspring is switched. When the mutation process is completed on both children, their fitness value 
is calculated. Then re-insert into the current population, and become ready for the next selection phase. 
Parent 1=Chromosome=(s 3 4 5 8 d) 
                    
Mutation point 
 
Child 1=Chromosomes(s 3 4 7 6 d) 
 

II. Association Rule Mining- Fp Growth: 
 Basically Association rule learning is a method for discovering interesting relations between variables in 
large databases. But in this proposed method the Association rule mining is applied to find the accurate energy 
efficient path from service requester to service provider. It is intended to identify strong rules discovered in 
databases using different measures of interestingness.Association Rule mining use the Frequent Pattern growth 
Algorithm, which is used to find the correlation among the selected path which means to find the frequent path 
in the selected path and that sub-route paths are to be avoided or skipped in this module then we get the accurate 
energy efficient path then send the Request to the service provider then get the required services. 
 
A. FP-Growth algorithm: 
 Han et al. developed an efficient algorithm, FP growth, bases on FP-tree. It mining frequent item sets 
without generating candidates, this approach scans the generated multiple paths only twice. The first scan is to 
find 1- frequent item set (nodes); the second scan is to make the FP-tree. The FP-tree has sufficient information 
to mine complete frequent paths. It contains a prefix tree of numerous 1-itemset and a frequent item header table 
in which the items are arranged in order of diminishing support value. Every node in the prefix tree consists of 
three fields: itemname, counting, and nodelinks. Itemname is the name of the item. Counting is the number of 
transactions that consist of the frequent nodes on the path from the service requester to service provider to this 
node. Nodelink is to create link to  the next same itemname node in the FP-tree. 
Each entry in the frequent item header table has two 
Fields: itemname and head of nodelink. 
Itemname =  The name of the nodes 
Head of nodelink = the link to the first same item name node in the prefix-tree. 
Algorithm: FP Growth algorithm to find frequent nodes that are to be skipped or eliminated and generate 
accurate energy efficient path 
Input: Multiple frequent paths.  
Output: eradicate frequent path and to display energy efficient path 
1. Scan the generated multiple paths once. Collect the set of frequent items F and their supports. Sort FR in 
support descending order as D. 
2. Create the root of an FP-tree, T, and label it as “null”, for each transaction do the subsequent. Select and sort 
the frequent items (node) in transaction according to the order of D. Let the sorted frequent item list in 
transaction be [e|E], where e is the first element and E is the remaining list. Call insert-tree ([e|E,T].Function 
insert-tree ([e|E], T) 
1. if T has a child C such that C. item-name = e. item name 
2. then increment T’s count by 1; 
3. else do 
4. create a new node Nn; 
5. Nn’s count = 1; 
6. Nn’s parent link is linked to T; 
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7. Nn’s nodelink be linked to the nodes with the same 
itemname via the nodelink structure; 
8. if E is nonempty, Call insert-tree (E, T); 
 
Table 1: Example of FP- Growth. 

ID Transactions Frequent Items 
1 f,a,c,d,g,i,m,p f,c,a,m,p 
2 a,b,c,f,l,m,o f,c,a,b,m 
3 b,f,h,j,o f,b 
4 b,c,k,s,p c,b,p 
5 a,f,c,e,l,p,m,n f,c,a,m,p 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: FP-Growth. 
 
 Fig. 4 shows the FP-tree, which is constructed from the table I. In table 1 minimum support = 3. In Fig .3, 
every node is represented by (item - name : counting) . Links to the next same item-name node are represented 
by dotted arrows. 
 

III. Genetic Algorithm  with Association Rule Mining: 
 With the endeavor of accelerating the occurrence of high quality solutions in the population, we propose the 
incorporation of an Association Rule Mining module in the Genetic algorithm. This module aims to discover 
paths (sub routes) which are universally found in the finest solutions of the population. This approach 
significantly differs from current applications that combine Genetic Algorithms and Association rule mining 
because, until now, most of the efforts deal with the development of Genetic Algorithms as optimization 
methods to solve Data Mining problems, such as the discovery of association, classification and clustering rules, 
which was not our case. The process starts with the creation of an Elite set of Solutions (ES), which will keep 
the number of best solutions generated in Genetic algorithm process. Initially, the firsts solutions generated are 
inserted in the ES.  
 Afterwards, this set information is updated whenever a solution which is improved than the worst solution 
in elite set of solution and different from all others Elite set of Solutions   is generated. The Elite set of Solutions 
will be the catalog in which we will try to discover or select relevant services. This discovers frequent 
contiguous sequences in the Elite set of Solutions table. Even though there are very efficient algorithms for 
mining sequential patterns, we choose to execute a simpler one, for two reasons: At first, our Elite set of 
Solutions size will be significantly slighter than databases which are usually considered for Data Mining (for 
this type of CO problem, good solutions are computationally expensive to produce); Next we focused on the 
specific crisis of finding flanking sequences, which is easier to resolve pattern mining problems. 
 This algorithm receives the minimum support as an input parameter. This parameter is related to the size of 
Elite set of solution and defines the minimum number of occurrences in Elite set of solution that one sequence 
must have to be considered frequent. This algorithm will discover all sequences (sub routes in the ES) of all 
sizes, which satisfy the minimal support. For example, a minimum support of 0.5 indicates that at least half of 
ES solutions must incorporate the considered sequence. Once a set of sequences is available, it is used to guide 
the construction of new individuals, in the subsequent way: new individuals are built using a constructive 
procedure similar to the one used to build new solutions from crossover operations. Starting with the selected 
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path. If more than one sub route is found, randomly choose from the available ones. If no valid sub route is 
found in Association rule mining results, only the selected path is added.  
 Each time that the Association rule mining (FP-Growth) module is triggered, new individuals are generated 
using fp Tree structure. In the crossover operator, population remains at a fixed size. Remark that the discovery 
of relevant patterns relies on having a good set of elite solutions. In the establishment of the search the average 
fitness of population continually increases, causing frequent changes in ES. Hence, Association rule mining is 
only worth applying after some iterations having been processed. Also, after the first ARM execution, newer 
ones must only occur if the ES was modified. The parameter m controls how often the ARM module will be 
activated. On setting up this parameter, very small values shall not be used, in order to avoid premature 
convergence. 
 
IV. Simulation Results: 
 The following Table II explains about the taken parameters and their values 
 
TABLE 2: Parameters Of Service Selection. 

PARAMETERS VALUES 
Topology dimensions 100 X 100 

Population size 50 
Generation number 100 

Crossover probability 0.95 
Selection Rolette wheel selection 

Crossover method 1 point 
Mutation probability 0.006 

 
 The proposed approach has been implemented in MATLAB. The simulation has been done in a field of 100 
X 100 with random placement of nodes. For our simulation scenarios all the resulting fitness values have been 
converged that is shown in figure 3.  
 The following fig. 5 shows the path generation between service requester to service provider 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Path generated by genetic algorithm and FP growth. 
 
 In this FP-Growth algorithm( FP Tree Structure) is best when compared with Genetic algorithm. 
 Fig .6 shows the energy consumption during service transmitted via intermediate nodes. 
 

 
Fig. 6: Total energy consumption. 
 
 When compared with genetic algorithm Our proposed FP- Growth algorithm is consume less enrgy during 
transmit the required services. 
 Fig.7 shows the throughput at different timeslot during transmit services  
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Fig. 7: Throughput at different time slot. 
 
 The genetic algorithm and FP-Tree algorithms are gives same throughput.  
 The following fig .8 shows the network lifetime between genetic algorithm and FP-Tree. 
 

 
Fig. 8: shows the overall network lifetime. 
 
 FP- Growth algorithm will increase the lifetime of the network when compared with Genetic algorithm. 
Because FP-Growth algorithm eliminates the frequent paths, which means FP-Growth algorithm will select 
efficient paths only. 
 
Conclusion: 
 In this paper we have proposed an energy efficient service discovery using Genetic algorithm and FP 
growth algorithm. The genetic algorithm is applied to find the multiple energy efficient paths between service 
providers and service requesters. Then Association rule mining (FP- Growth) is applied to find the frequent 
paths. The frequent paths are avoided or skipped for load balancing. The performance of this project is evaluated 
and the simulation results demonstrate that the proposed approach and parameters provide an accurate and 
efficient technique for estimating and evaluating the energy efficient paths. This proposed method will find the 
energy efficient paths, extend the life time of nodes and improve the reliability of paths. 
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